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The Blue Afternoon ( 1993) is a novel by William Boyd. It won the Sunday Express Book of the Year in the year of its publication and the Los
Angeles Times Book Prize for Fiction.
The Blue Afternoon - Wikipedia
Boyd is a fabulous story teller and The Blue Afternoon is simply a splendid read. The protagonist, Dr. Carriscant is such a compelling
character the reader can not help but get sucked into his life and his tale.
The Blue Afternoon: William Boyd: 9780679772606: Amazon ...
The Blue Afternoon is yet another incredibly good William Boyd novel. Well structured and well realised, it has been written with both strength
and beauty, and presents a real understanding of the human condition. The cultural details which Boyd weaves in are fascinating, and the
story unfolds in an effective way.
The Blue Afternoon by William Boyd - Goodreads
About The Blue Afternoon. "A perfect-pitch story of love and redemption" (The New York Times), Boyd’s atmospheric new novel confirms his
reputation as heir to the grand narrative traditions of Joseph Conrad and Somerset Maugham. In 1936 Los angeles, as her long-estranged
father tells architect Kay Fischer the story behind her secret parentage, he plunges readers into a tale of grisly murders and an illicit passion
that still obsseses him 30 years later. 384 pp. Author tour.
The Blue Afternoon by William Boyd: 9780679772606 ...
From the acclaimed author of Brazzaville Beach and The Blue Afternoon, a new novel, set in present-day London, which demonstrates the
superbly plotted storytelling that has earned William Boyd his reputation as a writer whose "eccentric wit and restless intelligence exert a
powerful appeal" (New York Times Book Review).
The Blue Afternoon: Volume 1 (Vintage International ...
A masterful storyteller, William Boyd captivates his reader from the onset. "The Blue Afternoon" is a wonderful and beautifully written story
that encompasses romance, intrigue, crime, and passion, and one that truly holds the reader's attention from cover to cover. From the
moment I read the incredible prologue, I didn't want to put this book down.
The Blue Afternoon book by William Boyd
THE BLUE AFTERNOON. British novelist Boyd (Brazzaville Beach, 1991, etc.) cooks up a wild plot revolving around a long-lost, worldtraveling father and his go-getter daughter, but he gets preoccupied with fictive gymnastics at the expense of creating characters to care
about. Kay, a rising young architect in LA in 1936, tells the story of Salvador Carriscant, a mysterious stranger who claims to be her father.
THE BLUE AFTERNOON | Kirkus Reviews
The Blue Afternoon. Winner of the 1993 Sunday Express Book of the Year Award. Los Angeles 1936. Kay Fischer, a young, ambitious
architect, is shadowed by Salvador Carriscant, an enigmatic stranger claiming to be her father. Within weeks of their first meeting, Kay will
join him for an extraordinary journey into the old man’s past, initially in search of a murderer, but finally in celebration of a glorious, undying
love.
The Blue Afternoon – William Boyd
BOOK REVIEW / Paperbacks: The Blue Afternoon by William Boyd, Penguin pounds 4.99. This novel recreates a corner of Manila in 1902 the hospital corner, in fact, for its hero, Salvador Carriscant...
BOOK REVIEW / Paperbacks: The Blue Afternoon by William ...
William Boyd was born in 1952 in Accra, Ghana, and grew up there and in Nigeria. He is the author of fifteen highly acclaimed, bestselling
novels and five collections of stories. He is married and divides his time between London and south-west France. This shopping feature will
continue to load items when the Enter key is pressed.
The Blue Afternoon: Amazon.co.uk: Boyd, William ...
The Blue Afternoon. William Boyd, Author Knopf Publishing Group $23 (367p) ISBN 978-0-679-43295-1. Tweet. More By and About This
Author. ARTICLES. To Vienna, for Adventure: PW Talks with William ...
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Fiction Book Review: The Blue Afternoon by William Boyd ...
Blue Afternoon (Paperback) Published November 1st 2005 by Penguin Canada. Paperback, 324 pages. Author (s): William Boyd. ISBN:
0140238255 (ISBN13: 9780140238259) Edition language: English.
Editions of The Blue Afternoon by William Boyd
Boyd is a member of the Chelsea Arts Club. Boyd met his wife Susan, a former editor and now a screenwriter, while they were both at
Glasgow University. He has a house in Chelsea, London and a farmhouse and vineyard (with its own appellation Château Pecachard) in
Bergerac in the Dordogne in south-west France.
William Boyd (writer) - Wikipedia
Add a gift card to your order! Choose your denomination:
The Blue Afternoon - Harvard Book Store
Paperback; New York, Ny, U.s.a.: Vintage, January 14, 1997; ISBN-13: 978-0679772606. William Boyd’s first novel, A Good Man in Africa ,
won a Whitbread Prize and a Somerset Maugham Award; his second, An Ice-Cream War , was awarded the John Llewellyn Rhys Prize and
was shortlisted for the Booker Prize; Brazzaville Beach won the James Tait Black Memorial Prize; and The Blue Afternoon won the Los
Angeles Times Prize for Fiction.
9780679772606 - The Blue Afternoon by William Boyd
The Blue Afternoon; By: ... Love Is Blind is William Boyd's sweeping, heart-stopping new novel. Set at the end of the 19th century, it follows
the fortunes of Brodie Moncur, a young Scottish musician, about to embark on the story of his life. When Brodie is offered a job in Paris, he
seizes the chance to flee Edinburgh and his tyrannical ...
The Blue Afternoon Audiobook | William Boyd | Audible.co.uk
The Blue Afternoon Another cracking good story from William Boyd. Each book has a different and novel theme; where does he keep getting
these tales from? One thing they have in common is that the reader is quickly captivated. Lorelei King narrates this book very well and the
listener is easily involved.
The Blue Afternoon by William Boyd | Audiobook | Audible.com
Find many great new & used options and get the best deals for SIGNED limited edition: The Blue Afternoon, William Boyd at the best online
prices at eBay! Free shipping for many products!
SIGNED limited edition: The Blue Afternoon, William Boyd ...
Best-selling author William Boyd—the novelist who has been called a “master storyteller” ( Chicago Tribune) and “a gutsy writer who is good
company to keep” ( Time)—here gives us his most entertaining, sly, and compelling novel to date. The novel evokes the tumult, events, and
iconic faces of our time as it tells the story of Logan Mountstuart—writer, lover, and man of the world—through his intimate journals.
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